Among the well-established methods for facial landmark detection is the family of Constrained Local Models (CLMs). An important part of CLM landmark alignment pipeline are the local detectors that estimate the alignment probability of each individual landmark over the facial region. In this paper we present Deep Constrained Local Model (DCLM) algorithm and the novel Dense-Projection Network (DPN) as a local detector. DPN is a deep neural network that consists of two important layers: Template Projection layer and Dense Aggregate layer. In Template Projection layer, patches of facial region are mapped to a higher dimensional space allowing the pose and rotation variations to be captured accurately. In Dense Aggregate layer an ensemble of experts is simulated within one network to make the landmark localization task more robust. In our extensive set of experiments we show that DPNs outperform previously proposed local detectors. Furthermore, we demonstrate that our proposed DCLM algorithm is stateof-the-art in facial landmark detection. We significantly outperform competitive baselines, that use both CLM-based and cascaded regression approaches, by a large margin on three publicly-available datasets for image and video landmark detection.
Introduction
Facial landmark detection is an essential initial step for a number of research areas such as facial expression analysis, face 3D modeling, facial attribute analysis, emotion recognition and person identification [9, 22, 27] . It is a well researched problem with large amounts of annotated data and has seen a surge of interest in the past couple of years. Among the popular methods for facial landmark detection Figure 1 : Overview of our DCLM approach. First the input facial image region is convolved with DPN network for each landmark, outputting a probabilistic response map for position of individual landmarks. A non-uniform Point Distribution Model is then used alongside probability response map of individual landmarks in an optimization framework to produce the final position of the 68 landmarks.
is the family of Constrained Local Models [26, 3] . Arguably the most important step in CLM pipeline is local detection of individual landmarks using local detectors (also called patch experts) that assign landmark alignment probability to different regions of the face. Local detection is also the first step, making accurate detection of landmarks crucial for the rest of the pipeline; and making patch expert design and training an active and challenging area of research. Based on the probability maps populated by applying patch experts to different areas of the image, position of landmarks are updated iteratively using a shape model until landmark alignment loss is minimized for a facial image.
Deep neural networks have shown promising results in variety of computer vision tasks [30, 20, 28] not just due to abundance of computational power for their efficient training, but also their flexibility in designing problem specific architectures that lead to breakthroughs. In this paper we introduce Deep Constrained Local Model (DCLM), a new member of CLM family that uses a carefully designed and trained deep local detector called Dense-Projection Network (DPN). Figure 1 shows the pipeline of DCLM algorithm. In the first step the input image is convolved with the DPN networks populating an alignment probability response map. The response maps are then used alongside a Point Distribution Model (PDM) to compute the final position of the landmarks.
The novel DPN architecture contains two crucial layers called Template Projection (TP) and Dense Aggregate (DA) layers. In Template Projection layer, the input images are by design mapped to a larger space to allow for pose and head rotation variations to be captured accurately. In Dense Aggregate layer a large ensemble of models are simulated within one model and trained end-to-end to minimize the chances that failure of one expert will affect the final landmark detection task. In our experiments we compare DPN with Local Neural Field local detector [2] trained on the same data showing a significant improvement in performance across all landmarks.
We demonstrate the benefits of our DCLM facial landmark detection algorithm through extensive experiments on three publicly available datasets, 300W [23] , 300VW [29] , and a newly introduced dataset, IJB-FL [14] (a subset of IJB-A [17] ), which includes a large proportion of profile face poses with extremely challenging conditions for landmark detection. In all of the datasets we achieve state-ofthe-art results.
The structure of this paper is as follows: we discuss related works in the next Section 2, DCLM is introduced in Section 3. In Section 4 the benefit and strength of our method is demonstrated by showing that DPN outperforms LNF local detectors drastically and DCLM consistently outperforms state-of-the-art landmark detection methods, specifically when detecting 68 landmarks. We conclude this paper in Section 5.
Related Work
Facial landmark detection has been used in number of research directions such as facial attribute detection [18] , facial expression analysis [22] , emotion recognition and sentiment analysis [36] , and 3D facial reconstruction [13] . A large number of new approaches and techniques have been proposed, especially for landmark detection in faces from RGB images. A full review of work in facial landmark detection and head pose estimation is outside the scope of this paper, we refer the reader to some recent reviews of the field [10, 34] .
Facial landmark detection
Modern facial landmark detection approaches can be split into two major categories -model based and regression. Model based approaches often model both appearance and shape of facial landmarks with the latter providing a form of regularization. Regression approaches on the other hand do not require an explicit shape model and landmark detection is directly performed on appearance. We provide a short overview of recent model and regression based methods.
Model Based approaches are often made up of two steps: extracting an appearance descriptor around certain areas of interest and computing local response maps; fitting a shape model based on the local predictions. Such areas are often defined by the current estimate of facial landmarks. A popular local method for landmark detection is the Constrained Local Model [26] and its various extensions such as Constrained Local Neural Fields [2] and Discriminative Response Map Fitting [1] that use more advanced ways of computing local response maps and inferring the landmark locations. Project out Cascaded regression (PO-CR) [32] is another example of a local approach, but one that uses a cascaded regression to update the shape model parameters rather than predicting landmark locations directly.
Another noteworthy local approach is the mixture of trees model [39] that uses a tree based deformable parts model to jointly perform face detection, pose estimation and facial landmark detection. A notable extension to this approach is the Gauss-Newton Deformable Part Model (GN-DPM) [33] which jointly optimizes a part-based flexible appearance model along with a global shape using GaussNewton optimization.
Regression Nowadays majority of the regression approaches follow a cascaded regression framework, where facial landmark detection is updated in a cascaded fashion. That is the landmark detection is continually improved by applying a regressor on appearance given the current landmark estimate as performed by Cao et al. in explicit shape regression [6] . Other cascaded regression approaches include the Stochastic Descent Method (SDM) [35] which uses SIFT [21] features with linear regression to compute the shape update and Coarse-to-Fine Shape Searching (CFSS) [38] which attempts to avoid a local optima in cascade regression by performing a coarse to fine shape search.
Recent work has also used deep learning techniques in a cascaded regression framework to extract visual features. Coarse-to-Fine Auto-encoder Networks (CFAN) [37] use visual features extracted by an auto-encoder together with linear regression. Sun et al. [31] proposed a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) based cascaded regression approach for sparse landmark detection; however while their approach is robust it is not very accurate.
Deep Constrained Local Model
Deep Constrained Local Model (DCLM) algorithm consists of two main parts: local detection and shape regularization. In local detection, individual landmarks are detected independent of the position of other landmarks. In shape regularization, the position of all landmarks are considered jointly and irregular shapes are discouraged using a point distribution model. The following objective function is thus optimized in DCLM framework:
In the above equation p * is the optimal set of parameters controlling the position of landmarks with p being the current estimate. D is inversely proportional to the output of DPN network as the alignment probability of landmark i in location x i for input facial image I (section 3.1). R is the regularization enforced by Point Distribution Model (section 3.2) . The optimization of Equation 1 is done using Non-Uniform Regularized Landmark Mean Shift algorithm (section 3.3).
Dense-Projection Network Patch Experts
The first and most important step in DCLM algorithm is to accurately localize individual landmarks by evaluating the landmark alignment over different regions of an input image. This can be done by calculating the alignment probability of a certain landmark over different regions of image using convolution. A local detector is moved across the image and assigns probability to each region of the image. If the probability is high, the evidence of landmark presence is strong.
For this task we choose the family of fully connected deep neural networks (DNN) and introduce a specially tailored deep network called Dense-Projection Network (DPN) patch expert ( Figure 2 ) for this task. The first layer (shown as blue in Figure 2 ) is called template-projection (TP) layer which is designed to capture variety of facial appearance and poses by projecting the input to 500 dimensions, a much higher dimensional space than the 121 dimensional input. After the second fully connected layer, the final layer is called dense-aggregate (DA) layer (shown as red in Figure 2 ). It consists of 100 inputs that are connected
. . . are input to DPN and the output is the probability of center of patch being the right position for the landmark. The first layer is Template Projection with 500 fully connected ReLU units. After the second layer with 200 fully connected ReLU layers, the third layer is Dense Aggregate with 100 sigmoid probability units connected to probability decision neuron with ω i > 0. Probability decision neuron is also a sigmoid unit.
to probability decision neuron with non-negative weights. This allows the last layer to act as a mixture of experts model; each of the 100 neurons act as an expert and the final decision is a linear combination of all the experts. The entire network is trained end-to-end, allowing the experts to adapt to the the input as well as to each other in the same framework. Both TP and DA layers have proven crucial and are studied in section 4.1. The receptive area of DPN is a contrast normalized 11 × 11 image patch and the output is the probability of landmark being located at the center of the patch. This is specifically important since it allows to pinpoint the position of landmark. An input image is then convolved with the DPN network to compute a probability response map in an area of interest around the current landmark estimate; each pixel in the output denotes the probability of that pixel being the right position for the landmark. Thus fitting the landmark i in position x i follows the equation:
l i is an indicator for landmark number i being aligned.
Î is the image patch at location x i for the image I. The response maps π i are then used for minimizing Equation 1. The detailed network training procedure to achieve state of the art is presented in section 4.1.
Point Distribution Model Shape Regularization
Point Distribution Models [8, 26] are used as shape regularizers in DCLM framework. Complex and irregular shapes for final detected landmarks are penalized using the term R(p) in the Equation 1 . If
T is the location for ith facial landmark then parameters of the PDM are controlled using the following equation:
T is the mean value of ith landmark, Φ i is a 3 × m principal component matrix, and q is an mdimensional vector of parameters controlling the non-rigid shape; s, R and t are the rigid paramters in 2D: s is the scale parameter and is a scalar, R is rotation defined based on axis angles w = [w x , w y , w z ]
T and is a 3 × 3 matrix in homogeneous coordinate system (R 2D are the first two rows of this matrix), and t = [t x , t y ]
T is translation. The whole shape of landmarks can be described as p = [s, t, w, q].
Non-Uniform Regularized Landmark Mean Shift
The most common method to solve equation 1 is using Non-Uniform Regularized Landmark Mean Shift (NU-RLMS) [2] . Given an initial DCLM parameter estimate p (denoting the 68 facial landmark positions) the goal is to find an update parameter ∆p such that p * = p 0 + ∆p and optimal parameters based on equation 1 is reached. Based on this, RLMS finds the solution to the following problem:
where J is the Jacobian of the landmark locations with respect to parameters p. Λ −1 is the matrix of priors on p with Gaussian prior N (q; 0, Λ) for non-rigid shape and uniform for shape parameters. W in Equation 4 is a weighting matrix for weighting mean shift vectors -W = w · diag(c 1 ; ...; c n ; c 1 ; ...; c n ) and c i is the landmark detector accuracy calculated during model training based on correlation coefficient. v = [v i |i ≤ n = 68] is the meanshift vector calculated using a Gaussian Kernel Density Estimator using response maps of DPN:
x c i is the current estimate for the landmark position and ρ is determined empirically.
Subsequently the update rule of the Non-uniform RLMS is:
Experiments
In our experiments we first we show that DPN networks significantly perform better than LNF [2] and SVR [26] local detectors (patch experts). We also evaluate the importance of TP and DA layers for DPN performance. Our final facial landmark detection experiments explore the use of our model in two settings -images and videos. All of our experiments were performed on challenging publicly available datasets and compared to a number of state-of-the-art baselines. We outperform the baselines in all setups specifically in dense 68 landmark detection. The DPN and DCLM training codes are publicly available on GitHub: Hidden for blind review.
DPN Experiments
In this section we first describe training and inference methodology of the DPN patch experts. We then compare the performance of DPN with LNF [2] and SVR [26] patch experts followed by an ablation study to investigate the crucial role of TP and DA layers.
For all of the experiments DPN patch experts were trained on LFPW and Helen training sets as well as Multi-PIE dataset. To train patch experts we sampled around the true location of the landmark and far away from it for negative samples. Each of the samples was an 11 × 11 pixel support region and was contrast normalized using their Zscore. If the landmark was located at the center of the 11 × 11 region of interest, then the probability for the landmark presence was high, otherwise low. A total of 4 × 10 6 regions were extracted for train and 5 × 10 5 for test set. We trained 28 sets of patch experts per landmark: at seven orientations ±70
• , ±45
• , ±20
• , 0 yaw; and four scales 17, 23, 30, and 60 pixel of interocular distance. To reduce the number of patch experts that needed to be trained we mirrored the patch experts at different yaw angles and used the same expert for left and right side of the face of the frontal view. The optimizer of DPN was Adam ( [16] ) with small learning rate of 5 × 10 −4 and trained for 100 epochs with minibatches of 512 (roughly 800,000 updates per landmark). For each landmark, scale and view a DPN patch expert has been trained, which sums to a total of 1088 DPN models. Training each DPN model takes 6 hours on a Geforce GTX Titan X but once trained inference can be quickly done and parallelized.
We compare the performance improvement of DPN patch experts over LNF and SVR patch experts. Figure 3 shows the average performance for each individual landmark (higher is better). The train an test data for all the 2 ) between the ground truth and output of the patch expert. DPN consistently and significantly outperforms LNF [2] and SVR [26] . We also show that Template Projection (TP) and Dense Aggregate (DA) layers are crucial in accurate local landmark detection. DPN (no TP) is a model using 128 ReLU units in the second layer of the network (roughly about the same size as the input), DP (no DA) removes the non-negative constraint on the weights of probability decision neuron. Both models significantly underperform compared to DPN patch expert which has both TP and DA layers. models are the same. Since alignment probability inference is a regression task we use square correlation (r 2 ) between the ground truth validation set and patch expert output as a measure of accuracy. On average DPN patch experts perform 68% better than LNF. While this is an average, for certain landmarks, views and scales performance improvement is more than 100%. This is specifically the case for 17 interocular distance scale since the DPN is able to model the location of landmark based on a bigger appearance of landmark neighborhood in the image.
We evaluate the importance of TP and DA layers in DPN patch experts by performing an ablation study. We train models that don't have TP or DA layers by removing one of the layers at a time. For TP ablation study we compare the model to a network that has only 128 while keeping the DA layer intact. This effectively removes the designed layer put in place to capture the pose and rotation variations. For DA ablation study we keep the TP layer and remove the DA constraint from the last layer. Removing the DA layer decreases the robustness of the DPN network drastically making it a weak local detector. The results of this study are presented in Figure 3 and compared to DCLM, LNF and SVR patch experts. It can be seen that both the models without TP and without DA show very poor performance.
In Figure 4 we visualize the improvement of DPN over LNF patch experts across different landmarks such as eyebrow region, lips and face outline. The ground truth response map is a normal distribution centered around the position of landmark. The output response map from DPN shows better certainty about the position of the landmark as its response map is more concentrated around the ground truth position, while LNF output is underperforming in localization with outliers in false positions. We therefore conclude that the major improvement from DPN comes from accurate local detection, and this directly transfers to improvement in landmark detection task.
DCLM Experiments
In this section we first describe the datasets used to train and evaluate our DCLM method for facial landmark detection in images and videos. We then briefly discuss comparable state-of-the-art approaches for landmark detection. Finally we present the facial landmark detection results.
Datasets

300-W [23, 25
] is a meta-dataset of four different facial landmark datasets: Annotated Faces in the Wild (AFW) [39] , iBUG [24] , and LFPW + Helen [5, 19] datasets. We used the full iBUG dataset and the test partitions of LFPW and HELEN. This led to 135, 224, and 330 images for testin respectively. They all contain uncontrolled images of faces in the wild: in indoor-outdoor environments, under varying illuminations, in presence of occlusions, under different poses, and from different quality cameras.
IJB-FL [14] is a dataset which has a substantial proportion of non-frontal images. It is a subset of IJB-A [17] which is a face recognition benchmark and includes chal- lenging unconstrained faces with full pose. We use a labeled sample of 180 images (128 images for frontal and 52 images for profile) from IJB-A. This is a very challenging subset containing a number of images in non-frontal pose. None of the tested models have been trained on this dataset so it acts as a cross-dataset test set. 300-VW [29] is a dataset with 114 videos labeled for 68 facial landmarks for every frame. with 50 videos in the training and 64 in the testing sets. The test videos are categorized in three scenarios. The first scenario includes videos in laboratory and naturalistic well-lit conditions. People recorded in these videos have arbitrary expressions and head poses. The second scenario consists of videos of people recorded in unconstrained conditions such as varied illumination, dark rooms and overexposed shots. The third scenario focuses on completely unconstrained conditions including illumination and occlusions such as occlusions by hand. We used the 64 test videos in our experiments. As none of the models were trained on this dataset, it can be seen as a cross-dataset generalization experiment. 49 Landmarks Figure 5 : Cumulative error curves of our facial landmark detection experiment on the 300W test set -AFW, Helen, LFPW, and iBUG. The errors were normalized by the interocular distance (IOD). DCLM performs better than all other approaches, especially in the difficult 68 landmark case.
IOD normalised MSE
Baselines
We compared our approach to a number of established baselines for the facial landmark detection task, including both cascaded regression and local model based approaches. (CFSS) [38] -Coarse to Fine Shape Search is a cascaded regression approach which attempts to avoid a local optima by performing a coarse to fine shape search. It is the most recent state-of-the-art approach on the 300W competition data [23, 7] . We use the implementation provided by the authors that is trained on Helen and LFPW training sets and AFW.
CLNF is an extension of the Constrained Local Model that uses Continuous Conditional Neural Fields as patch experts [3] .
PO-CR [32] -is another recent cascaded regression approach that updates the shape model parameters rather than predicting landmark locations directly in a projected-out space. We use an implementation provided by the author that was trained on LFPW and Helen training sets.
DRMF -discriminative response map fitting performs regression on patch expert response maps directly rather than using optimization over the parameter space. We use : Results of our facial landmark detection experiment on the difficult IJB-FL dataset. The errors were normalized by the bounding box face width and height, as eyes were not visible in all of the images. DCLM clearly performs better than all other approaches, especially in the difficult 68 landmark case the implementation provided by the authors [1] that was trained on LFPW [5] and Multi-PIE [11] datasets. SDM -Supervised Descent Method is a very popular cascaded regression approach. We use implementation from the authors [35] . This approach is trained on the Multi-PIE and LFW [12] datasets.
GNDPM [33] -is a deformable parts model which jointly optimizes a part-based flexible appearance model. We use the implementation from the authors that was trained on LFPW and Helen training sets.
Tree based face and landmark detector, is a deformable parts model for jointly detecting faces, landmarks and head orientation proposed by Zhu and Ramanan [39] . It has shown good performance at locating the face and the landmark features on a number of datasets. We used a model trained on in-the-wild datasets [1] .
CLM+ model uses linear SVR patch experts and regularised landmark mean-shift fitting [26] . Same training data and initialisation was used for this model as for our DCLM. Note that we use a more accurate CLM model that was presented by Saragih et al. [26] , as our model includes a multimodal (patch experts trained on raw pixel and gradient images) and multi-scale formulation leading to more accurate landmark detection. The model was trained on LFPW and Helen training sets and CMU Multi-PIE. We use a freely available implementation [4] .
All of the above baselines were trained to detect either 49, 51, or 68 feature points, making exact comparisons difficult. However, they all share the same subset of 49 feature points.
Landmark Detection Results
For fairness of model comparison all of the approaches have been initialized using the same protocol. For 300W dataset we initialized all of the approaches using the bounding boxes provided by the challenge organizers.
For IJB-FL we initialized the approaches by generating a face bounding box by adding noise to the ground truth landmarks (based on the noise properties of the bounding boxes in 300W dataset). To make the landmark detection more robust to pose variations we initialized DCLM at five different orientation given a bounding box -frontal, ±30
• yaw, and ±30
• pitch. We pick the landmarks with highest converged maximum a posteriori score as the final detection.
For 300VW we detected the face in every 30th frame of each video using the dlib [15] library. When the face was not detected in the frame we used the closest frame with a successful detection instead. We performed a linear mapping from the detected bounding box to a tighter fit around all 68 landmarks, as that is the format expected by all of our baselines. Each baseline was initialized from the detection and allowed to track for 30 frames, either using previously Example images where our DCLM approach outperforms CFSS [38] and CLNF [2] . These are challenging images due to difficulties in pose, resolution and occlusion (glasses) but DCLM is able to align the 68 facial landmarks.
detected landmarks or using the new bounding box.
Results of landmark detection on the 300W dataset can be seen in Figure 5 . Our approach outperforms all of the baselines in both the 68 and 49 point scenario. The improved accuracy of DCLM is especially apparent in the 68 point case, which is the more challenging due to the ambiguity of face outline. It is noteworthy that cascaded regression models underperform in the 68 point case even though they perform really well for 49 points.
Results of landmark detection on the IJB-FL dataset can be see in Figure 6 . DCLM model outperforms all of the baselines on this difficult task as well.
Results on landmark detection and tracking in videos on the 300VW dataset are displayed in the Figure 7 . DCLM outperforms all of the baselines in all three categories with the biggest improvement in Category 1.
Conclusion
In this paper we introduced Deep Constrained Local Model (DCLM), a new member of CLM family that uses a carefully designed and trained deep local detector called Dense-Projection Network (DPN). We compared DPN with the patch experts of related model based approaches and showed significant performance improvement. The DPN network is designed with two goals in mind: 1) input facial pose and orientation variation should be captured and 2) output probability should resemble the output of many models to be robust against detection failure. The Template Projection layer was designed to capture the appearance variations in the input and Dense Aggregate layer sim-ulates a mixture of experts. We showed their crucial role with an ablation study. We brought state-of-art results in 3 publicly available datasets and we show great performance improvement for dense 68 facial landmark detection. Figure 8 shows a visual comparison between DCLM, CFSS and CLNF landmark detection methods on a set challenging images. DCLM is able to accurately align the 68 facial landmarks.
